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SIRMIONE
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR6165]
Recently introduced to the Frette Classic collection, 
Sirmione bed linens feature an embroidery detail 
developed from a 1920s design found in the Frette 
archives. Applied to crisp percale sheets, it creates a 
subtle but striking aesthetic that complements any bed 
set or interior style. 
Shown in white/khaki, also available in white/beige and 
white/grey, see page 23.

BALZE
Throw [F06291]
Adorned with contrasting colour stripes and fringed 
edges, this comfy, neutral throw is fashioned from a 
combination of high-quality wool and pure cashmere. 
Shown in brown, also available in grey and blue. 

IT IS A UNIVERSALLY ACKNOWLEDGED TRUTH THAT 
WHITE GOES WITH ANYTHING. IT CAN DRAW OUT THE 
WARMTH IN COOLER COLOURS, TRANSFORM SUBTLE 
SHADES INTO BOLD ACCENTS, AND BRING LIGHT INTO 
DARKNESS. WHITE CAN RAISE THE TEMPERATURE OR 
BRING IT DOWN A DEGREE; IT CAN EASE YOU INTO 
SLEEP AT NIGHT AND HELP WAKE YOU UP IN THE 
MORNING; CALM YOUR MIND OR ENERGISE YOUR 
SENSES. OF ALL SHADES IN THE SPECTRUM, IT IS THE 
MOST VERSATILE. WHITE − MAGICAL, INSPIRING WHITE 
− IS ENTIRELY WHAT YOU MAKE IT.

BUT WHITE DOESN’T NEED HELP FROM OTHER 
COLOURS TO WEAVE ITS WONDERS; IT CAN ALSO 
STAND ALONE. TIMELESS, NEVER OUT OF FASHION, AN 
ALL-WHITE BED CAN BE CLASSIC OR CONTEMPORARY, 
MASCULINE OR FEMININE. THIS CATALOGUE IS A 
TRIBUTE TO FRETTE’S WORLD OF WHITES AND IVORIES, 
AND AN EXPLORATION OF THE SUBTLETIES OF ITS 
SHADES AND THE STRIKING SIMPLICITY − AND THE 
VARIETY − OF EFFECTS IT CAN CREATE. 

TO THE MAKER OF FINE LINENS, HOWEVER, WHITE 
CAN BE UNFORGIVING. ANY IMPERFECTION IN THE 
WEAVE WILL BE MAGNIFIED, ANY FLAW IN THE FABRIC 
EXPOSED. FORTUNATELY, OVER 150 YEARS OF ITALIAN 
CRAFTSMANSHIP HAVE ENABLED FRETTE TO ENSURE 
THAT EVERY MATERIAL WE WORK WITH, WHETHER 
SILK OR SATEEN, POPLIN OR PERCALE, LINEN OR 
LACE, CAN BE PERFECTLY MADE IN PRISTINE WHITE. 
YOUR BEDROOM MAY NOT NEED COLOUR TO HAVE 
CHARACTER − BUT IT DOES NEED QUALITY.

YOUR
WORLD IN
WHITE
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SUBTLE COLOURS, ADAPTABILITY AND EASE, 
LOW-KEY ELEGANCE MAKE THIS FRETTE 
FAVOURITE AN ESSENTIAL FOR AFICIONADOS 
OF FINE LINEN. THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT 
TO ANY OF FRETTE’S COLLECTIONS, DOPPIO 
AJOUR CAN ALSO BE DEPLOYED TO CREATE 
AN EFFORTLESSLY CHIC – AND IRRESISTIBLY 
COSY – BED ON ITS OWN. 
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DOPPIO AJOUR
& CURIOSITY

DOPPIO AJOUR
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams 
[FR0401]
Woven from cotton sateen and dyed after 
weaving, Frette’s easy-care mainstay range 
is available in a spectrum of colours, each 
finished with a smart double hemstitch on the 
borders. 
Shown in white, other colours on page 24.

CURIOSITY
Bedspread and Decorative cushions (FR6009)
An entrancing scrolling pattern, in yarn dyed 
mixed silk jacquard. 
Shown in ivory also available in beige and grey. 
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BICOLORE
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR2934]
Bicolore’s piece-dyed cotton sateen sheets have coloured borders 
finished with double hemstitch on smooth plain-weave sateen.
Shown in white/greycliff, available in other colours. See page 24.

Page right

ATLANTIC
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [F07090]
Woven from cotton sateen ratiere and finished with a simple stitch, the 
Atlantic duvet cover, matching linens and shams are enticingly soft and 
comfortable, with a clean tone-on-tone design and a smooth feel. 
Shown in white, also available in other colours. See page 23.

MELODY
Bedspread and Euro shams [F07080]
Shown in white, the diamond-jacquard cotton piqué 
Melody bedspread and shams are the ideal complement 
to the Frette Hotel collection. Also available in khaki, 
ivory, grey and blue.

BALZE
Throw [F06291]
Contrasting colour stripes in wool and pure cashmere. 
Shown in brown, also available in grey and blue.

BICOLORE & ATLANTIC
SIMPLE AND TIMELESS, BICOLORE IS FRETTE’S QUINTESSENTIAL  
MIX-AND-MATCH LINEN COLLECTION, ALLOWING YOU TO COMBINE 
COLOURS TO CREATE NEAR-INFINITE POSSIBILITIES, AND TO SWITCH 
SHADES ACCORDING TO STYLE, MOOD OR SEASON.
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THE GENTLE WAVES AND GLAMOROUS SPIRIT OF THE FRENCH RIVIERA 
INSPIRE THE INTERLACING ROPE MOTIF THAT DEFINES THIS COLLECTION 
OF COTTON SATEEN AND COTTON PIQUÉ. SIMPLE, STRIKING AND 
WONDERFULLY PRECIOUS, RIVIERA CAPTURES THE EFFORTLESS 
MEDITERRANEAN ELEGANCE OF ITS NAMESAKE. ALSO INFLUENCED BY THE 
COAST, PORTO GIVES A GENTLY NAUTICAL, UNDERSTATEDLY MASCULINE 
LOOK TO THE MODERN BEDROOM.

RIVIERA & PORTO

RIVIERA
Duvet cover and Sheet set [F07094]
A wavy cotton sateen jacquard set with simple stitching 
and matching cotton sateen bottom sheets. 
Shown in white, also available in azure and ivory.

PORTO
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [F07093]
Smooth sateen is embellished with multiple fine rows 
of crossing embroidery for a striking combination. 
Shown in beige and also available in azure and blue.
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BRILLANTE & ROYAL
DECEPTIVELY SIMPLE AND RESTRAINED, THE BRILLANTE DESIGN IS 
AN UNDERSTATED DIAMOND PATTERN THAT ENHANCES EVERYTHING 
AROUND IT – A TRIBUTE TO THE SUBTLE BEAUTY THAT CAN BE ACHIEVED 
WITH JACQUARD WEAVING. CRAFTED FROM SKIN-CARESSING SILK AND 
FINISHED WITH A LIGHT-CATCHING LUSTRE, BRILLANTE OFFERS A LIGHT 
LUXURY TOUCH THAT WILL NEVER FADE FROM FASHION.

BRILLANTE
Duvet cover and Euro shams [FR6289]
Featuring a subtle, textured diamond pattern in yarn-
dyed ivory silk jacquard on one side and a crisp cotton 
sateen on the other, the Brillante duvet cover and shams 
offer the perfect balance of lightness and warmth, with a 
smoothness that feels wonderful on the skin.

ULTIMATE
Sheet set [FR6327]
Longer cotton fibres make a more uniform, resistant 
and smoother thread. The longest, thinnest and 
strongest cotton fibre is Giza 45, sourced from Egypt, 
which produces a fabric of unrivalled smoothness and 
silkiness. Frette introduced this fibre into its weaves 
this autumn, producing the fabric we have called 
‘Ultimate sateen cotton’ 1,000 thread count.

LUXURY ROYAL
Bedspread and Decorative cushions [FR6285]
Ivory yarn-dyed mixed silk is used to weave an intricate 
interlaced pattern built around the Frette diamond 
in the Royal collection, which includes an opulent 
and characterful jacquard bedspread, matched with 
cushions.

1110
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TRIPLO BOURDON  
& SHADING

TRIPLO BOURDON
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR2935]
The perfect compromise between elegance and 
simplicity, these strong, durable sheets and shams are 
made from poplin cotton and embroidered with a triple-
line piped border available in a variety of colours. 
Shown in white/brown. Other colours on page 23.
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SIMPLE
Comforter [FR2796]
Woven from a blend of silk and cashmere, the Simple 
comforter or blanket is a classic and endlessly 
versatile Frette creation. Snug and soft, sophisticated 
and practical, it is the ideal winter addition to the 
discerning bedroom. Available in ivory, beige, grey and 
shown in brown.

Page right

SHADING
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR3240]
A beautifully minimalist set of pure cotton sheets and 
shams with simple double borders in complimentary 
shades of grey and titanium on cotton sateen.
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GRACE  
& INTERNATIONAL
AT HOME ON EACH AND EVERY BED, COMPLEMENTING ANY FRETTE 
LINEN COLLECTION, GRACE IS A CELEBRATION OF SIMPLICITY, 
TIMELESS BEAUTY AND UNPARALLELED COMFORT OF SHIMMERING  
ALL-WHITE COTTON SATEEN – A SANCTUARY OF SLEEP IN THE CITY.

GRACE
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR6238]
A wonderfully simple, silk-smooth bed set in high-shine 
piece-dyed cotton sateen, Grace linens are available in 
pure white or ivory, f inished with an elegant shadow 
stitch. With a thread count of 600, the collection 
includes a duvet cover, shadow stitch border sheets, 
shams and euro shams.

INTERNATIONAL
Bedspread and Decorative cushions [FR5837]
Bold and luxurious, the International pattern comprises 
interlocking hexagons in a textured and lustrous silk-
blend fabric. The silver bedspread is f inished with 
plain hemmed borders and mitred corners, whereas the 
shams are edged with piping. Also available in gold.

INCANTESIMO 
& ILLUSIONE

INCANTESIMO
Duvet cover and Euro shams [FR6158]
Sultry and seductive to look at and to touch, the 
Incantesimo duvet cover and sham cushions are woven 
in a sleek, piece-dyed cotton sateen, with the jacquard 
pattern on the upper side and a plain hem.

CURIOSITY
Euro shams and Decorative cushions [FR6009]
An entrancing scrolling pattern, in yarn dyed mixed silk 
jacquard. 
Shown in white, also available in ivory, beige and grey.

ILLUSIONE
Sheet set [FR5743]
A mercerised cotton jacquard sheet set with a pattern 
inspired from the Frette logo, embellished with ribbon-
stitch detailing. Other colours on page 24.

Embroidered light quilt [FR5756]
This light quilt in cotton sateen is f inished with a 
cotton sateen bias on three sides, adding an extra layer 
of texture and warmth to the Illusione bed set.
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MACRAMÈ & ILLUSIONE
A CLASSIC FRETTE DESIGN, ILLUSIONE TAKES ADVANTAGE OF ADVANCED 
JACQUARD WEAVING TECHNIQUES AND FINE ITALIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP 
TO CREATE FRETTE’S SIGNATURE DIAMOND PATTERN. COMBINED WITH 
THE RICH, SILKY SATEEN AND INTRICATE SICILIAN-LACE DETAILING OF 
MACRAMÉ PIZZO, THE EFFECT IS WARM, REFINED AND SEDUCTIVE − 
ESPECIALLY WHEN TEAMED WITH COMPLEMENTING, LACE-ENHANCED 
TOWELS IN THE SAME RANGE…

MACRAMÈ
Duvet cover, Sheet set and Euro shams [FR6140]
A cascade of macramé lace embellishes this 
cotton sateen duvet cover and sheet set. 
Shown in ivory, also available in white and 
greycliff. See page 24.

ILLUSIONE
Bedspread and Decorative cushions [FR5746]
The gently decadent Illusione bedcover and 
accompanying shams are woven from yarn-dyed 
mixed-silk jacquard with a distinctive diamond 
pattern. The bedspread is finished with a silk 
border, the cushion cover with a piped edge.

ATHENA
Throw [FR6410]
Pure cashmere, bordered with irresistibly 
soft rex lapin fur on tone – this throw is 
unadulterated touchable luxury.
Shown in ivory, also available in grey.

MACRAMÈ
Hand towel, Bath towel 
and Bath sheet (FR5754)
A soft terry towel embellished with macramé 
lace and cotton sateen trim. 
Shown in white and ivory.

16
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PALLADIUM
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR6217]
This ivory linen and cotton ivory jacquard 
creates a design that subtly reflects the change 
of the light and is f inished with a hemstitch 
border detail.

PLATINUM
Bedspread and Euro shams [FR4351]
Blending silk and linen fibres to create a 
sumptuous yarn-dyed fabric, Platinum is an 
iconic Frette collection. This ivory boutis 
bedcover and shams showcase a jacquard 
pattern of intertwining foliage, bordered on 
three sides with a simple hem at the top. 
Also available in natural, red and blue.

This page 

PURITY BICOLORE
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR2954]
Crisp linen with contrasting colour borders 
finished with two rows of hemstich, shown in 
white with a natural colour border.

PLATINUM
Bedspread and Euro sham [FR4351]
Fashioned in a soft and sumptuous mixture of 
linen and silk. Shown in natural.

PURITY DOPPIO AJOUR
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR2951]
Elegant white linen finished with a double 
hemstitch border.

PALLADIUM  
& PLATINUM
PALLADIUM IS THE LONG AWAITED NEW 
COMPANION FOR FRETTE’S WELL LOVED, 
PLATINUM FAMILY. THE LUSTROUS EFFECTS 
OF THE PRECIOUS METAL ARE REFLECTED 
IN THESE PIECES.

1918
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HOTEL 
& MELODY
A RANGE OF BED AND BATH LINENS INSPIRED BY 
OUR 150 YEARS OF DESIGNING FOR THE FINEST 
HOTELS OF THE WORLD’S MOST THRILLING CITIES, 
THE FRETTE HOTEL RANGE IS PERFECT IF YOU 
ENJOY THE LUXURIOUS EXPERIENCE OF SLEEPING 
IN A HOTEL BED BUT IN THE INTIMACY OF YOUR 
OWN HOME.

Page left

HOTEL
Duvet cover and Sheet set [F0A7017]
Durable, easy to care for and styled to suit any 
design scheme, this plain percale duvet cover 
and sheets are finished with an embroidered 
logo and double-embroidery lines border. 
Shown in white/white. Other colours on page 23. 

MELODY
Bedspread and Euro shams [F07080]
Shown in grey, the diamond-jacquard cotton 
piqué Melody bedspread and shams are 
the ideal complement to the Frette Hotel 
collection.

BALZE
Throw [F06291]
Adorned with contrasting colour stripes and 
fringed edges, this comfy, neutral throw is 
fashioned from a combination of high-quality 
wool and pure cashmere. 
Shown in grey, also available in brown and blue.

This page

MELODY
Euro shams [F07080]
Diamond-jacquard cotton piqué shams and 
bedspread shown in khaki, white, ivory, blue 
and grey. 

CRUISE
Duvet cover and Sheet set [F07080]
Soft and silky to the touch this set is made of 
plain cotton sateen with a border created from 
4 rows of dégradé embroidery. 
Shown in white/white, white/blue and white/
grey. Perfect to match with the Melody 
bedspread.

2120
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BOLD & BEAUTIFUL

SIRMIONE
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR6165]
Sirmione bed linens feature an embroidery detail 
developed from a 1920s design found in the Frette 
archives. Applied to crisp percale sheets, it creates a 
subtle but striking aesthetic that complements any bed 
set or interior style. 
Shown in beige, grey and khaki.

TRIPLO BOURDON
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR2935]
The perfect compromise between elegance and 
simplicity, these strong, durable sheets are made 
from poplin cotton and embroidered with a triple line 
border. 
Shown in white/white, white/beige, white/brown and 
white/grey.

ATLANTIC
Duvet cover and Sheet set [F07090]
Woven from cotton sateen ratiere and finished with a 
simple stitch, the Atlantic duvet cover, matching linens 
and shams are enticingly soft and comfortable, with a 
clean tone-on-tone design and a smooth feel.
Shown in white, ivory, grey and blue.

HOTEL
Duvet cover and Sheet set [F0A7017]
Durable, easy to care for and styled to suit any design 
scheme, this plain percale duvet cover and sheets are 
finished with an embroidered logo and double-lines 
border. 
Shown in white/white, white/khaki, white/grey and 
white/blue.
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BICOLORE
Duvet cover and Sheet [FR2934]
Bicolore’s piece-dyed cotton sateen sheets, mercerised 
for strength and lustre, have coloured borders finished 
with Frette’s signature double hemstitch on smooth 
plain-weave sateen.
Shown in white/sandstone, ivory, greycliff and mineral 
blue.

ILLUSIONE
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR5743]
A mercerised cotton jacquard bed set with a pattern 
inspired from the Frette logo, embellished with ribbon-
stitch detailing.
Shown in white, ivory, beige, greycliff and mineral blue.

TIMELESS ELEGANCE

DOPPIO AJOUR
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR0401]
Woven from cotton sateen and dyed after weaving, 
Frette’s easy-care mainstay range is available in a 
spectrum of colours, each finished with a smart double 
hemstitch on the borders. 
Shown in white, ivory, sandstone, beige, greycliff, slate 
grey and mineral blue.

MACRAME’
Duvet cover and Sheet set [FR5754]
A rich silky cotton sateen embellished with double 
intricate macramè lace details. Contrasting colour or 
tone on tone. 
Shown in grey/white, white and ivory.
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VILLA
Duvet [F0A192]
Thanks to the length of the pure mulberry silk 
fibres that provide the filling, this duvet offers 
excellent warmth retention and breathability. 
The silk filler is wrapped in smooth sateen. 

CORTINA
Duvet [F0A189]
Encased in silky white cotton sateen, the 
Cortina duvet is f illed with naturally light and 
extremely soft Polish goose down. Available in 
different weights for summer and winter use.

Pillow [F0A186]
Encased in silky white cotton sateen, the 
Cortina pillow is filled with naturally light and 
extremely soft Polish goose down – excellent at 
retaining its shape.

27

DUVETS
& PILLOWS

BLANKETS
& THROWS
CLASSIC UNDERSTATED GOOD LOOKS, 
LIMITLESS VERSATILITY, AND UNPARALLELED 
COMFORT – THESE ARE THE HALLMARKS OF 
FRETTE’S SLEEK BLANKETS AND THROWS.

LUCIO
Throw [FR6296]
Made using a blend of the finest Italian wools, 
this knitted throw makes a perfect winter 
addition to the home. 
Shown in beige and grey.

OLGA
Blanket [FR3224]
Showcasing Frette’s attention to detail and 
fine craftsmanship, the Olga blanket is made 
from pure cashmere, with a beautifully smooth 
finish and a wide border with a twisted cable-
knit motif. Five kilos of cashmere can only be 
woven on a one of a kind loom in Italy. 
Shown in beige, also available in grey and ivory.
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CONTINENTAL
Robe [F07091]
Crafted for comfort and adorned with a decorative 
piping trim, this is a sumptuously thick velour cotton 
robe with a snug shawl collar, wide cuffs, deep pockets 
and a sewn-in belt. 

HOTEL CLASSIC
Wash cloth, Hand towel, Bath towel, 
Bath sheet and Bath mat [F07081]
Featuring double piping in a range of different colours 
– including white, navy, grey and beige – Frette’s 
signature bath sheets, towels and bath mats in soft 
cotton terry can be matched to any bathroom interior 
or updated to suite the season.

SUPERBLY SOFT, PLUSH AND HIGHLY ABSORBENT. FRETTE’S CRISP 
COTTON TOWELS ARE DESIGNED TO PERFECTLY COORDINATE WITH  
THE HOTEL RANGE OF BED LINEN.

FRETTE HOTEL
Towels & Robe
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UNITO
Wash cloth, Hand towel, Bath towel, 
Bath sheet and Bath mat [FR2933]
Bordered with a smart sateen trim, Unito 
cotton terry towels are shown in beige, 
sandstone, ivory, greycliff and white.

Page left
Hotel towels and Continental robe.

UNITO Towels
A LONG-STANDING MAINSTAY OF THE 
FRETTE COLLECTION, UNITO TOWELS ARE 
MADE TO COMPLEMENT ANY SEASONAL 
BEDDING COLLECTION OR DESIGN 
SCHEME. THEY ARE MADE FROM SATEEN-
EDGED PLUSH COTTON TERRY TO ENSURE 
THAT THEY ALWAYS LOOK, AND FEEL, 
TERRIFIC.
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DIAMONDS
Robe [FR6243]
Smooth egyptian cotton terry bathrobe in a diamond 
patterned jacquard. 
Show in white.

Wash cloth, Hand towel, Bath towel, Bath sheet 
and Bathrobe [FR6243]
Smooth and soft, these cotton terry towels are jacquard 
woven with a textured diamond pattern throughout and 
a coordinating jacquard border. 
Shown in light grey, graphite, ivory, khaki and white.

DIAMONDS
Towels & Robe
A NEW COLLECTION OF DELIGHTFULLY SOFT EGYPTIAN COTTON 
TOWELS AND ROBES FEATURING A PATTERN INSPIRED BY THE FRETTE 
LOGO, DIAMONDS TOWEL SETS ARE DRAWN FROM A PALETTE OF BOLD 
CONTEMPORARY COLOURS AND VERSATILE NEUTRALS...
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DIAMONDS BORDO 
Wash cloth, Hand towel, Bath towel, 
Bath sheet and Bathrobe [FR6244]
Featuring a jacquard diamonds border, these pleasingly 
thick towels in cotton terry fabric can be mixed and 
matched to any bathroom interior scheme. 
Shown in white, also available in Frette blue, citrus, 
white, ocean blue, khaki, light grey, ivory and graphite.
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PERCALE
Cool and crisp, percale fabric is created with a close, simple weave of 
one thread over and one thread under. The finer the thread, the lighter 
and softer the fabric. Percale is found in our Frette Hotel collection 
ranges featured in our catalogue. 

POPLIN
Originally created in Avignon for the Pope, poplin is a light but densely 
woven mercerised cotton (originally wool) with a fine weft and an even 
finer warp. Frette’s poplin is woven from an uncommonly fine 100 
thread, making it feather-light and exceptionally soft. 
 
SATEEN
A soft, light, lustrous fabric with a loose interlacing weave in a fine, 
dense thread, creating a silky feel and a higher shine. Frette chooses 
the longest, thinnest and strongest threads to produce the optimum 
finish. 

ULTIMATE SATEEN
Longer cotton fibres make a more uniform, resistant and smoother 
thread. The longest, thinnest and strongest cotton fibre is Giza 45, 
made from cotton which is grown in small quantities in the Nile delta 
in Egypt. Frette introduced this 1,000 thread count fabric in 2016 called 
‘Ultimate sateen cotton’.

LINEN
Woven from a natural f ibre extracted from flax, linen has a fresh feel, a 
silky shine. Linen can absorb up to 20% of its weight in water without 
feeling moist, making it especially appropriate for fabrics that come 
into close contact with the skin. Perfect for warm and humid climates. 

JACQUARD
The intricate patterns of jacquard fabrics were first made possible by a 
machine invented by Joseph Marie Jacquard, which used the patterns 
of holes in card to control a loom’s weave. Thanks to Edmond Frette’s 
acquisition of this technology in 1800, Frette has become globally 
renowned for its beautifully complex jacquard designs.

SILK
Obtained by unreeling silkworm cocoons, silk filaments range from 
300 to 1,600 yards in length. Strong, absorbent and cooling in summer, 
silk also helps maintain body temperature, making it snug and cosy in 
winter too. Sourced in Asia, Frette’s silk is exclusively spun and woven 
in Italy.

The Bespoke service is an intimate invitation from Frette 
to its customers, just by asking a simple question: “how do 
you want to sleep?” 

Frette’s concept of made-to-measure delivers the highest 
grade of personalisation paired with the linens quality that 
Frette’s clients already know and love. Customers can count 
on the most comprehensive offer on the market to dress 
their homes, yachts, or private jets just the way they want. 

From bed, bath and table linens to cashmere throws and 
furs, Frette helps you to create the dream bed. The Bespoke 
service will open an extraordinary world of tailor made 
linens and nightwear. 

Entrusting Frette Bespoke means being able to create any 
bed linen size, unexpected fabric and colour combinations, 
applying monograms, crests and unique designs 
while maintaining Frette’s top quality standards and 
craftsmanship. 

Taking a private appointment with a Frette Bespoke 
consultant means seeing your ideas take life and let Frette 
work around you.

FRETTE
FABRIC GUIDE

FRETTE BESPOKE
SINCE 1860 FRETTE HAS ESTABLISHED ITSELF AS AN AUTHORITY IN 
THE WORLD OF LUXURY LINENS. FRETTE’S NEWEST SERVICE “FRETTE 
BESPOKE” KNOWS NO LIMITS AND OFFERS INFINITE POSSIBILITIES TO 
CREATE YOUR OWN UNIQUE LINENS. 

The Bespoke service is available in the following stores:
Milan: 31, via della Spiga
London: 43, South Audley Street
Paris: 49, Rue du Faubourg St. Honoré
New York: 799, Madison Avenue
Milan: 11, via Manzoni
Rome: 11, piazza di Spagna
Venice: 1725, Frezzeria San Marco
Florence: 2, via Cavour
Beverly Hills: 445, North Rodeo Drive
Boston: 776B, Boylston Street

For more details contact:
EU specialisteu@frette.com US specialist@frette.com



MILAN
Via della Spiga 31
+39 02 783 950

MILAN
Via Manzoni 11
+39 02 864433

ROME
Piazza di Spagna 10/11

+39 06 679 0673

VENICE
Frezzeria San Marco 1725

+39 041 5224914

FLORENCE
Via Cavour 2

+39 055 211369

HEAD OFFICE ITALY
Via Borgazzi 23, 20900 Monza-Italy

+39 039 60461

LONDON
43, South Audley Street
+44 (0) 20 7493 1333

PARIS
49, Rue du Faubourg St. Honoré

+33 1 4266 4770

MARBELLA
Avenida Principe Alfonso Von Hohenlohe, C.C.

Hotel Marbella Club
+34 95 277 6612

COSTA MESA
South Coast Plaza

3333 Bristol Street, Ste. 2520
+1 714 556 7080

PALO ALTO
Stanford Shopping Center, Space 159

180 El Camino Real
+1 650 328 8107

ASPEN
220 South Mill Street

+1 970 544 9501

NEW YORK
799 Madison Avenue

+1 212 988 5221

NEW YORK
ABC Carpet & Home

888 Broadway, 3rd Floor
+1 212 473 3000 Ex. 3723

BOSTON
Mandarin Oriental, 776B Boylston Street

+1 617 267 0500

BEVERLY HILLS
445 North Rodeo Drive

+1 310 273 8540

HEAD OFFICE USA
Frette, inc.

850 Third Avenue,10th Floor
New York, NY 10022

+1 212 299 0400

CUSTOMER CARE USA
+1 800 353 7388

frette.com
EU customerservice@frette.com US assistance@frette.com


